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Newsletter 99 August 2000 
 
 
Editorial Many of our Newsletter articles gather together material, which already exists, in 
other publications. This time, however, in Jenkin Craddock of Lancarvan, gent. (1571-
1656) Part I, we have something researched from original sources by John Cann, presenting 
a hitherto unknown bit of village history. 
 
Much of this Newsletter is devoted to the Liscombe’ and Watts’s families. The story starts in 
the mid-1800s when Robert Liscombe, steam and water-miller, came to the Vale of 
Glamorgan from the Dulverton area of Somerset. The family relationships are complicated, 
and so I have prefaced the three articles in this Newsletter with a simplified family tree. I am 
only just beginning to understand it myself, after more than 30 years, thanks to Gwynne 
Liscombe and Phil Watts. Without their various memories of Llancarfan past, I would 
certainly not be editing this Newsletter.  
 
We have often said that the oddest little things prompt a lot of correspondence. The story of 
Princess Elizabeth's Y Bwthyn Bach, and its connections with local thatcher, Tom David, has 
brought a flood of letters. Some appear in this Newsletter but the story is not yet finished and 
more will be printed in a future number. If nothing else, the letters and notes illustrate how 
easily truth and legend become intertwined! 
 
 
 
Llancarfan School reunion  
1939-45 by Phil Watts 
 
The Gem recently published an invitation from Ann Radcliffe to all who were pupils of 
Llancarfan School during the War years, 1939-45, to attend a re-union. 
 
In response, twenty-four people met at the Village Hall, of whom 20 were former pupils, and 
four were partners. 
 
The head teachers during this period were Mr George Davies and Mr Samuel, with Assistant 
Teachers, Morfydd Thomas (Watts) and Connie Griffiths. 
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Seated l. to r. in photo. 
1 John Gardner, The Manse, Llancadle 
2 Phil Watts, Abernant [Ruth Watts 1st Dinner 
 Supervisor with Dilys Liscombe] 
3 Mary Griffiths, Top End (Dinner Lady/Cook) 
4 Ann Radcliffe (Williams)’ Aberogwrn 
5 Barbara Milhuisen, Ty Uchaf 
6 Margaret Moseley (Griffiths)’ Fern Cottage  
 
Standing l. to r. in photo. 
7 Isobel Thomas, Pancross 
8 John Fairfax [Joyce Fairfax]. Wren’s Castle, 
Llantrithyd 
9 Peter Newton. Highways, Bonvilston & 
King’s Cottage, Llantrithyd 

10 Gordon Taylor, Leech (now Liege) Castle 
11 Barbara  Holt (Price), The Rise, Moulton 
12 Gwyneth Davies (Fairfax), Wren’s Castle 
Llantrithyd 
13 Hubert Taylor, Leech (now Liege) Castle 
 
14 Valerie Cram (Jones), Great House [Mike 
Cram] 
15 Ken Milsom The Kings (same as King’s 
Cottage, Llantrithyd 
16 Oenwen Jones (Price), New House Farm, 
Moulton 
17 Arthur Paullett, Ty Draw Farm, Llantrithyd 
18 Tony Thomas, Pancross 
19 Andrew Griffiths, Top End [Carol Griffiths] 
 
20 John Griffiths, Top End (absent from photo) 

 
 
There was a great exchange of chat and swapping of stories and a group photograph was 
taken. After excellent refreshments, provided on a do-it-yourself basis, the present head 
teacher, Lynne Smith, opened the school to the visitors to look around and view the registers. 
All were given a photocopy of their registration-entry at the school. 
 
Lynne also gave a tour of the new building, containing, classrooms and a hall, which is being 
built between the site of the old toilet block and the school. The base of the old toilet remains 
as a memorial to the past (not for use - just commemorating the site!). 
 
Thanks are due to Lynne Smith and all who came together to make a day which was so 
enjoyed by all. 
 
INSERT PHOTO 
 
 
John Griffiths departed before photo was taken. NB Andrew Griffiths was born 1945 and shouldn’t be 
here! There was a telephoned apology for absence from Mary Davies (née Griffiths - of Pencarreg) 
who had just returned from holiday in Spain and noticed the advert in the Gem. 
 
 
 
Local milling family receives publicity 
 
For three generations the Liscombe family served the area, firstly as millers and latterly from 
the local bakery. The fourth generation of the family, Gwynne Liscombe and Phil Watts, have 
served the parish as former councillors and as founder members of the Llancarfan Society. 
They are cousins, linked on both sides of the family, and a simplified family tree makes it 
easier to appreciate the following features which date from the late 1800s, 1928 and 2000 (see 
page 12). 
 
INSERT FAMILY TREE 
 
INSERT TWO PHOTOS 
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The photo, above, shows Robert and Sarah, probably just before they came to Llancarfan 
from the Llantwit area. To the right, is their son William with his wife, Jane (formerly 
Lougher of Garnllwyd), together with Tudor Liscombe in uniform during WW1 and his sister 
Doris who later became Phil Watts’ mother. 
 
I am grateful to Gwynne Liscombe for lending the two photographs and helping with details 
of the family tree, to which Phil Watts and Tom Lougher have also contributed. 
 
 
  
Gwynne Liscombe prompted this article, when he gave us a copy of the South Wales Echo’ 
article, reproduced on the next page. During further enquiries, and by chance, Phil Watts 
found a copy of a poem, written in the late 1800s, fêting the miller and his family. We are 
fortunate to have this – it was concealed in an old book, which dated from the time when the 
family lived at Abernant Farmhouse, and could have been discarded in moving. 
 
 
SOUTH WALES ECHO, MONDAY, OCTOBER 1. 1928  (5) 
 

THE ONLY MILLER OF THE VALE 
LLANCARFAN'S JOLLY YOUNG FELLOW OF 
SEVENTY 
 
INSERT PHOTO 
 
At the Old Mill 
 
 
Hidden away in a remote, almost inaccessible part of the Vale of Glamorgan near Llancarfan, 
are three ancient buildings. One is the old Monastery Mill, one of the oldest of its kind in the 
country, the other is Llancarfan Monastery, dating back to the beginning of Christendom; the 
third the Monastery College. 
 
The two latter buildings have long since been converted into farmhouses but traces of the 
ancient structure and foundation works are still visible. 
 
As for the mill itself with its old water wheel and grinding stones, hoary with age and usage, 
it is still in working order, and is in fact, the only mill of its kind operating in this part of the 
country. 
 
It is owned by Mr William Liscombe, an alert young septuagenarian, who prides himself on 
being the only real miller in the Vale. 
 
I went to see him today and found him hard at work at Abernant Farmhouse, close by, where 
he now lives. 
 
He had no hair on the palms of his hands, despite his repeated assurance to me that hirsute 
growth on that part of the anatomy is the only real test of an "honest miller". 
 
A jolly fellow was this miller and an able raconteur.  
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Sitting on a sack of grain he told many a story and anecdote of tricks played by the villagers 
in days gone by, on these two ever popular objects of village jibe, the village parson and the 
village miller. 
 
Some of them are printable but others reflected little credit on the dignity of the Church or the 
prestige of the millers calling. 
 
Real Bread 
Becoming reminiscent, he explained to me how he first came to live at the mill. He said: 
"I was a boy of 13 when my father first came to live at the old Aberthaw Mill. Them was the 
mills - right up as far as Merthyr we used to get people coming for our flour." He grew 
enthusiastic about Aberthaw flour, but later returned nearer home to Llancarfan to say: - 
 
"Before this here craze for white bread," he complained, "we used to supply all the people 
around here, but now things are different. The flour we make is not white enough for most of 
them, but (he added warningly) it would be better for their health if they stuck to the good old 
fashioned strong bread." 
 
He showed me over the mill premises and indeed the place was redolent of history - the great 
moss-covered water wheel, the huge grinding stones, and old fashioned devices for collecting 
the flour, walls four or five feet thick, tiny windows and in the mill-house itself secret 
recesses where a man could hide himself from pursuit, loop-holes, queer stone staircases, and 
numerous other relics of mediaevalism 
 
At a distance of about a hundred yards from the mill is the bakery. 
 
Until a few years ago this building was the tumble-down remains of an old Welsh flannel 
factory - Mrs Liscombe has a quantity of the last pieces of flannel manufactured there over 50 
years ago. 
 
A modern bakery, however, has now been installed there, and the only evidence of its former 
purpose are the great oak beams and walls five feet in thickness. 
 
The True Test 
On the way back to the mill he held out his hands to me - the backs this time. "Do you see 
anything there?" he said. There was a certain amount of hair, dust, dirt and wrinkles. 
 
I assured him that even if he did have hair on the back of his hands it didn't indicate a similar 
growth on the palm. 
 
"Look again," he ordered.  I looked. On the back of his hands and all round his knuckles there 
were numerous little dark spots. 
 
"That," he explained, "is the only way you can tell whether a man is a miller or not. Those 
spots are pieces of metal which fly up when the miller is dressing his grindstones." 
 
The process of dressing, he explained was the process of chipping innumerable parallel lines 
on the face of a grindstone, so as to allow the ground flour to work its way out from between 
the stones. 
 
Old time millers are nothing if not hospitable. It was only with greatest difficulty that I 
managed to get away without taking with me half a dozen loaves, together with apples, pears 
and other produce of mill and farm. 
 
Thanks are due to  the Western Mail and Echo for licensing the  reproduction of this article. 
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Llanvythin Mill 
 

by James Denny 1894 
 
Near “Llancarvan Village”, 
At the bottom of a Hill, 
Stands a white Building, 
Known as “Llanvythin Mill”, 
The “Miller” he ‘as gone away, 
Some other Land to till, 
But he’s left his dear old name behind,  
With Henry and young Will. 
Henry he’s a “Single Man”, 
With cheeks that’s red and rosy. 
William he’s a “Married Man”, 
With wife that’s neat and cosy, 
Then also, there’s  Lewis who lives at Aberthaw. 
If you pass that way you may give them a call, 
You’ll welcome get, I’m sure, 
For he’s a Man, the same as Me, 
And no one could be franker, 
And He lives in a little House, 
Known as “The Blue Anchor”. 
Henry travels the “Country” round. 
And works with will and zeal, 
Collecting Orders all Day long, 
For “Indian Corn” and “Barley Meal”, 
William, He works, most at Home, 
And does the work, according, 
And when he’s finished at the “Mill”, 
He acts as our “Churchwarden”, 
There the endless wheel goes round and round, 
And scarcely stops an “Hour”, 
Grinding the very best of  “Wheat”, 
Into the finest “Flour”. 
 
  
 
Dramatis personae: “Will” was William Liscombe and  “Henry” and “Lewis” (correctly 
Louis) were William’s brothers. 
 
We don’t know for certain who James Denny was but, by searching the school registers, Phil 
Watts discovered a Louisa Denny, guardian William Medeley. William was a grocer, with a 
shop, probably between Corner House and Bridge House. The 1891 census tells us that he 
originated from Midhurst, on the Sussex-Hampshire border*.  The Denny’s might well have 
been Medeley grandchildren, as so often happened. That would be yet another story! 
 
*(Editor can’t help noting that his great grandfather, Noah Etherington, was born in 
Lurgeshall just outside Midhurst - he might have known the Medleys. A small world! 
However, we should remember that tiny Llancarfan was already very cosmopolitan, even in 
the mid-1800s) 
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Future Events 
 
Vale Show August 23rd.  The Society will be represented on the Llancarfan stand. Volunteers 
are required on the evening before - Tuesday, August 22 at 6.30 pm at the Village Hall.   
 
The Annual Dinner will be held at the Six Bells, Penmark on Saturday September 30th. 7. 30 
for 8.00 pm. Tickets at £12.50 per head, including sherry on entry, are available from Sheila 
Mace (01446 750691) and limited to 64, first come first served. Fox and Hounds restaurant 
not available at present.  
 
People, places and updates 
 
Andrew Vicari left Llancarfan more than thirty years ago, having lived at the Wesleyan 
Chapel (now Whitechapel), for a while. Since then, he has come to prominence as a painter, 
and we have occasionally mentioned him in these columns. Last time, if memory serves, was 
a comment on his gargantuan paintings for the Royal Palace in Riyadh. 
 
He is popular with the Western Mail and, on July 8th, the Magazine supplement presented a 
five-page spread, showing some of Andrew's work and the well-famed people he has painted, 
or painted for. This shows him as a spectacular draughtsman; for example his pencil portrait 
of Augustus John, Pembrokeshire painter, is reminiscent of the well-known da Vinci self-
portrait, and a marked contrast to his usual enormous colour-swirled paintings.  
 
Andrew gave a painting of Llancarfan to Jim and Brenda Grove in about 1968. It remained in 
Whitechapel for many years but where is it now? Were there any other Vale of Glamorgan 
paintings? 
 
Barbeque  This was a huge success and we owe thanks to Frank and Joyce Jameson for their 
hospitality. With over 250 there, it was a record event. There was a minor problem with for 
some gatecrashers and over-greedy types going round several times before others had dined! 
We intend to be tighter on entry and food distribution next year.  
 
Reg Kemp never was the licensee of the Fox – even for a short time. His son, Alan, told us 
this when writing for a membership form to join the Society.  Phil Watts previously wrote of 
his belief that Reg held the licence for a short while  (Newsletter 95). 
 
Wall Paintings. Vicar, Malcolm Davies, points out that it was confusing to describe the 
position of the paintings as “on the south wall in the bay to the left of the south door” 
(Newsletter 98). This depends whether you are entering or leaving the church! What the 
editor meant was: “to the east of the door.” Sorry, Malcolm. 
 
Vesta cases. In the last Newsletter (98) we described the Vesta cases presented to William 
Watts and William Evans, during WW1. Gwynne Liscombe says he believes that his father, 
Tudor, also had one of the boxes. The Vesta wax match was named after the Roman goddess 
of the hearth. The earliest cases date from c.1840 and they ceased to be made after WW1, 
with advent of lighters. The silver ring on the side allowed them to be hung from a watch-
chain (H. Newman (1987) An Illustrated Dictionary of Silverware. Thames and Hudson). Are 
there any more hidden away in the parish and, again, does anyone know why they were 
presented?  
 
Petanque The evening was rained off in July, so Lancarfan are still current champions! 
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Richie's Garage has closed after 46 years, but a new village shop has opened across the road 
in Bonvilston.   
 
Reynard: A meeting was held on 11th August. but there is no great progress to report as yet. 
 
Llancarfan Web-site Despite Graham Brain’s departure for the far north, he has volunteered 
to keep the Web-site up and running. You will still be able to find the Newsletter photographs 
in colour, and other pictures from the photographic archive. 
 
 
Jenkin Craddock of Lancarvan, gent. (1571-1656) by John M Cann    Part 1 
 
The earliest date on a tombstone in Llancarfan churchyard is in the memorial inscription 
"Underneath are deposited the remains of Jenkin Craddock of this Parish, who died Oct 
23rd 1652 aged 72 years also the remains of Elizabeth his wife, who died April 3rd 1672 
aged 73 years also Elizabeth Petre their daughter, who died July 31st 1726 aged 76 years" 
This is on the top slab of the large table tomb to the South-east of St. Cadoc's porch. Enclosed 
in railings until quite recently, it was clearly once splendid. The size of the tomb and the 
volume of the vault below (another eight people are there) most probably reflect the wealth 
and importance of William Jenkins of Walterstone (1775-1851), as none of it can be from 
before the 1800s. Nonetheless, Jenkin Craddock was doubtless the main man in Lancarvan for 
a fair time. Born and brought up in Gower in the reign of Elizabeth I, he held property in 
Aberthaw by 1607 and in Lancarvan by 1608, while living in neither. He eventually lived in 
Lancarvan for the rest of the reign of James I and that of Charles I. In old age he saw the Civil 
War and doubtless changed sides regularly with the rest of the Glamorgan Gentry. Too old to 
be at the Battle of St Fagans, he didn't live to see the Restoration and Charles II. 
  
His House & Heritage.  
   Jenkin Cradock lived in a "mancion howfe" called Skringles. This 
was in a fine elevated position (higher than Pancross) at the south end of the wood now called 
Coed y Crinallt. The house's frontage faced South-east and would have had a splendid view 
down the valley towards Pennon. From the east wing (yes, there appears to have been two 
wings going back from the frontage, possibly with a courtyard between) he would have been 
able to see down to the Church and Broad Hay Close beyond. At least he would if his wood 
was not too dense - and it was his wood. His house may have been "The best house in 
possion within ye Manor hath within it about 6 rooms, but no water nearer it than about 
two bowshoots, where is a good spring or well". Certainly the area is waterless and there are 
wells at the Old Vicarage a quarter mile away, two rather good bowshoots! and New House, 
only 150 yds. but a hell of a climb with full buckets!  
 
INSERT MAP 
 
The map of Jenkin Craddock’s property is based on the survey by Evans Mouse (1622), made for Sir 
Anthony St John of Fonmon (GRO D/D F Manorial). Land marked X was Jenkin’s property. His 
house, “called Skringles” was just to the right of enclosure X1. The background map of the 
surroundings is based on O.S. Sheet XLVI.13 1878. 
 
 
If you wish to see Skringles, take the road to Pancross from the War Memorial, pass Capel yr 
Efail and Hillside, and take the footpath to the right. If you are wearing spiked shoes you may 
get up to a stile into the wood. Once over it turn left along the declevity, that may have been 
the upper part of a Bridle Way that, in 1679, came up towards Skringles from V1, on the map. 
You are walking through Jenkin Craddock's Orchard. At the top South corner of the wood, 
peer through the hedge and fence and you will see a tree and the stately pile of Skringles, 
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well, really just a grassed over pile, the same as 60 yrs ago. You can now only get to it (with 
permission) across the field from the gate opposite Crosstown. 
 
INSERT MAP 
 
The mansion house, orchard and garden, a Close on the West of the house called Chapple 
Close, the wood and other land, the lot totalling 49 acres 2 roods 4 perches, Jenkin Craddock 
held by Copy of Court Roll, for one life (his) for an annual rent of £20 All these "coppie 
lands" were also known as Skringles. At one time he held 60 acres, but even in 1622 he also 
held in Fonmon "one water mill & howse in Burton called Woodmill with the desmesnes 
and splott .. ". This was the Lord's Mill, was bounded by the River Thaw on the west & north 
and marshland meadows on the south. It had 2 acres of land and he payed £8 annually in rent. 
It is likely that Jenkin Craddock had a subtenant working the mill. 
 
Lifris in 'Life of Saint Cadoc' says one of 36 'Canons' in Lancarvan lived in "The court of 
the Kitchen with a portion of land in going to the right towards Talcatlan (Lancadle) and 
the villa Pencrychgel." So he lived near Skringles (in Chapple Close?) some 1200 years 
before Jenkin Craddock. The name Pencrychgel possibly meant 'Above the swaying Hazels' 
or, less romantically, 'Corner of the place of the wrinkled fellow's Cell '  It became Crangles 
& with an 's', to make it easier for the English to pronounce, Skringles. These were, in course, 
dutifully reconverted to 'Welsh' and finished up as Crinallt thus leaving a mark on 
Llancarvan. Coed y Crinallt was indeed part of Skringles and held by Jenkin Craddock. (N.B. 
the house now called Crinallt was clearly named after the wood, it is not where Jenkin 
Craddock had his house). 
 
As well as Skringles leaving its name Jenkin Craddock also left his to Llancarfan. Writing in 
1865 G.T.Clark records the existence then of  'Craddock's acre' and 'Coed y Craddock'. So the 
wood must have been still known locally as Craddock's, though by 1878 the O/S map calls it 
'Coed y Crinallt'. 'Craddock's Acre' was most probably the plot where the house orchard and 
garden had been. On the 1840 Tithe map this is combined with the long field above the wood 
to give five acres, but still called 'The Acre'. 
 
Most of this is to be found in the 1622 Evans Mouse map of Lancadle Manor, associated 
survey books, and Court Rolls in the Fonmon collection in the Glamorgan Record Office. The 
Court Rolls always have him under the Manor of Lancadle, though the Evans Mouse survey 
lists Skringles under 'Lancarvan within the Mannor of Lancadle'. The Court Rolls also show 
that Jenkin was still alive in 1655 (though "late" in 1657), and say that he was "80 and 
liveinge" in 1651. All the tomb lid inscription was done later than 1824, so Jenkin's age and 
date could easily be wrong. Anyway, his dates in the title, 1571 to 1656, are based on the 
Court Rolls. 
 
 
 
Y Bwthyn Bach  
 
Y Bwthyn Bach was given to Elizabeth on her 6th birthday in 1932 – Chronicles if the Royal Family. 
Chronicle Communications (1991). 
 
We have commented before, that the smallest items in the Newsletter sometimes prompt the 
greatest response. Y Bwthyn Bach is certainly a case in point. The first mention appeared in 
Phil Watts’ conversation with Betty Martin (Newsletter 96) which referred to “Tom the 
Thatcher” and his part in the story. In Newsletter 98, I asked if anyone knew more of the and 
since then, the letters have been arriving!  
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Trudy Fuller (formerly of Penonn) wrote first, and two letters followed, from David Harris 
(formerly of the Fox and Hounds). David’s second letter told me that Mrs Yvonne Davies of 
St Athan believed that the idea originated from Mrs Eve Raggett who later moved to Solva in 
Pembrokeshire. Coincidentally, your editor lives near Solva and furthermore, I know Eva’s 
son Paul who has written a guidebook to Solva. The story of Y Bwthyn Bach is told in Paul’s 
book from which he has kindly allowed me to quote the paragraphs below. 
 
Trudy Fuller’s tale 
 
I was born in Llandough and I was kindly allowed to stay in the "little" village until I got 
married. My father used to tell the story of the Princess’s dolls' house, and as far as I know it 
is a correct, and my sister agrees with this version. 
 
It was built at Llandough Hospital using materials left over from the hospital construction 
and, on completion, it was put on view for the public, or at least the villagers, to see. It was 
then put on a lorry to be taken to Windsor. Apparently the driver had to make many detours to 
avoid low bridges, eventually got fed up and set the structure on fire. It had to be renovated 
and re-thatched before it could be presented to the little Princesses. It was a gift from the 
people of Wales. 
 
David Harris’ tale 
 
The house was made in Wales and on its journey to Windsor (by lorry) it was set on fire and 
was destroyed by the "Free Wales Army" somewhere in the Reading area. 
 
Another house was made at Windsor and Thom David went up to thatch it. The King was 
fascinated with Thom's craft and found him many more jobs to do. Thom was there for a 
couple of months. 
 
The Solva connection 
 
In his guide to Solva, Paul Raggett wrote that the firm for which his mother worked was 
responsible for the annual Ideal Homes Exhibition in Cardiff and went on to say: - 
“On one particular occasion my mother thought that with the necessary sponsorship, it would be a 
good idea to present a scaled down cottage from the people of Wales, to Princess Elizabeth. The 
architect was Eddie Willmott, my godfather, who at the time was designing Llandough Hospital, and 
the cottage was insured by my father's firm. There were last minute panics, but the cottage was 
finished, just in time for the exhibition. They had difficulty in finding a thatcher, who eventually came 
from Carmarthen. 

 
The original name was Ty Bach Twt, and for some time it could not be understood why it raised a 
giggle from the country dwellers - the good citizens of Cardiff didn't realise that it meant the 'little 
house' down the garden. It was a phrase I later learned in Solva, when I would call in the morning on 
some individual, to be told, 'he was down the garden' - they were invariably poised over the river, in 
their 'little houses!' The house was subsequently renamed Y Bwthyn Bach. 
 
After the presentation to the Duke of York, by Sir Robert Webber of the Western Mail, on behalf of 
the people of Wales, a firm of well-known haulage contractors were engaged to transport the building 
to Great Windsor Park. In retrospect it seems rather amazing, but the vehicle chosen to tow the low 
loader with its valuable cargo, was a steam traction engine, and it does not need much imagination to 
realise the outcome. Before the convoy had reached Newport the thatch was well and truly alight, and 
on my father's stand at the following year’s exhibition were the pathetic scorched remains of those 
relics that had survived the inferno.” 
 
Paul Raggett (1996) Solva. Pp. 20-21. [We are grateful to Paul for permission to reproduce this 
extract] 
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Stop press. In the next Newsletter we shall print a photograph of the original Y Bwthyn Bach 
when it was  on exhibition in Cardiff. Paul Raggett has lent us these together with some press 
cuttings concerning the event, and George Raggett’s invilvement in the insurance settlement. 
 
 
Llanbethery fields: more thoughts prompted by the May Walk by John Etherington 
 
The fields of Llanbethery preserve evidence of their origins during late medieval times when 
the land was finally enclosed. Newsletter 98, for example, showed a "fossilised" example of a 
group of open field arable strips.  
 
The names of some fields are as useful as their shapes in identifying former land tenure. One 
small rectangular field is named "Burgage". A burgage is land, held of the lord of the manor, 
by an annually renewable specified rental. The name also occurs amongst the fields of 
Garnllwyd, a mile or two away. 
 
Another larger field is named “Landshare”. On both sides of the Bristol Channel this name is 
applied to the low earthen banks or “balks” which separated groups of arable strips of the 
open field which were held in common. Such banks arose incidentally to ploughing, being the 
unploughed areas at the ends of strips where the plough-team turned. The word is also used as 
a direct translation of Welsh Rhandir, meaning a specific area of Shareland, usually 312 
customary acres.  
 
These two field-names are quoted by Margaret Davies* in her 1954-5 “Fields in the Vale of 
Glamorgan”. She also records names which indicate less usual forms of agriculture. One 
small rectangular enclosure is named "Vineyard". It is on a steep, south-facing slope, 
surrounded by woodland in Pant-y-Coed, NW of Llanbethery.   
 
The name dates from the 1840 Tithe Survey and thus records viticulture in the Vale, some 
years before the Marquess of Bute’s vineyards were established at Castell Coch and 
Swanbridge. The late Enoch Lewis, headmaster, told many children, including my own, that 
several of the steep hillsides in the Llancarfan valley had been vineyards. At the time I was 
dubious, but this map discovery adds substance to the idea but it needs confirmation. 
 
Here and there, enclosure created oddly shaped fragments of land, which were hedged 
separately, and some have names reflecting the fact. Beside the road, north of the 
Llanbethery, is a triangular field that Davies records as "Gooses Wing". I thought this was 
rather poetic when I first read it, but it soon dawned on me that a lone goose's wing was most 
often seen on the chopping block at Christmas!  
 
Several other names are used for these oddments in our part of the Vale. The Evans Mouse 
survey of 1622** records some of them. Many were triangles and it will not surprise 
dressmakers that one name was "gore,", meaning "a triangular cut". The word was probably 
more familiar to medieval farmers as a cattle-horn injury. Other similar words were used, for 
example "pike": a narrow tapering shape resembling the tine of a hayfork (which is termed a 
pike, in the Vale and West Country). Yet another word is "pightel" but I don't know whether 
this a "pigtail" or another version of pike? 
 
* Margaret Davies in Transactions of the. Cardiff Naturalists Society. LXXXIV 1954-5 
 
**Evans Mouse surveyed the holdings of Sir Anthony St John, Fonmon Castle in 1622. 
Margaret Davies makes much use of this work. 
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Holy Cows; a dire warning reported by Maddy Gray and Francine Nicholson 
 
Much land in Llancarfan previously belonged to monastic farms, and raised ecclesiastical 
cows, if not holy ones! Pancross Farm, Llanvithyn, Penonn-Farm and Treguff all fall into this 
category. 
 
Under the "monastic parochia" system of the early churches in Ireland and Britain, lay-people 
often were the "clients" of the abbot (as head of the monastic kin-group, just as the chieftain 
was the head of the secular kin-group). The Irish Times (4 March 1999) reported a story last 
year about one village where individual farm families now own the monastic land but, 
following an old custom, they do not sell their milk. Originally, according to the folk 
tradition, the milk was given to the local monastery. Now it is given to the poor. To sell the 
milk is to invite disaster, and the locals are quick to tell tales of "outsiders" who broke the ban 
and ended up losing their farms. 
 
Despite an inordinate amount of sinning, no disasters seem to have followed on the breaching 
of this custom in our parish! 
 
 
Newsletter 98 by David Harris 
 
The mystery of the band 
 
The band was the "Salvation Army" - they used to visit the village once or twice during the 
summer. They started by the War Memorial and then marched around the village making a 
collection on the way. One of the Officers would always visit the Fox for a quick pint. 
 
Garnllwyd Wood (Coppice) 
 
The wood was used in the production of steel plate, mainly used for strengthening the hulls of 
Naval ships and tanks. Large quantities of hazel sticks would be placed on the white-hot ingot 
of metal before it entered the rolling mill. It burned very quickly, covering the ingot with ash 
and chatcoal, this being rolled into the metal as it passed through the mill, thereby increasing 
the carbon content of the metal. 
 
This method of producing high-carbon steel largely ended with the invention of the Bessemer 
process, (1856), which, in a modified form, is still in use today as the oxygen injection 
process.  
 
A snippet from Mavis Coles 
 
I can remember an Air display on the Tumble in the 1930s, and being on my father's shoulders so I 
could see the little planes swooping and looping the loop!   
 
Can anyone add to this bit of history? 
 
 
William Liscombe: a boy's impression of his grandfather  by Phil Watts 
 
My grandfather was an old man when I was born in 1929. He was 70, my age now, so 
perhaps this is an old man's impression of his grandfather. 
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I recall that he ate, worked and relaxed in one room next to our living room at Abernant. He 
went to his bedroom, by way of wooden steps, through a trapdoor, to the room above, all next 
door to the cowshed, the cows being housed in the same building at the top end of Abernant 
House. 
 
He had an armchair each side of the fire and many is the time we were able to hear loud 
arguments between William Liscombe and Tom Shanklyn. When working at Abernant, Tom 
would stay long enough for a meal and warm before retiring to his bed in the barn. 
 
The top mantelshelf was always covered with lots of things by today’s standards - all clutter. 
To the side of the mantelpiece hung a leather strap, which he used for sharpening his razor. 
Further to the side of the fireplace were built-in cupboards: food was kept in the top one and 
underneath, various odds and ends. In front of the window was his workbench covered with 
tools - many from his days as a miller in Llanvythin Mill. 
My grandfather taught me to play draughts and he played many tricks on me and on other 
people as well. He always wore a hat in bed. On the occasions that he was ill he used to knock 
the wood ceiling for attention from my mother, his daughter Doris. 
 
He always kept pigs. This is a legacy from the days when he was a miller. It was said that a 
miller could keep his pigs on the sweepings from the mill floor. He was always going to one 
of the marts (markets) at Cowbridge, Peterston or Ely, to buy "weaner" pigs. He would 
always buy when they were cheap - the theory was that if the price was on the floor, by the 
time the pigs had become pork, the price would be good. On the purchase day the rest of the 
family would comment that he had brought home some more "rats" - a description of the 
day's purchase of  weaners. 
 
It is said that he was late for his wedding because, on the way, he called at the Fox and 
Hounds. This has been quoted many times in family rows! 
 
He always had a pair of horses, and when he went to market he took the mare and dray. I 
remember Poll and Pleasant being the names of the two horses. I took them, many times to 
the blacksmith, Jehoiada Lewis, in Llancarfan. 
 
Some of our family have described William as a smelly, untidy, scruffy man. I do not 
remember him as this, although today, I cannot deny that was how he looked.  I prefer to 
remember him teaching me to play draughts and how to play tricks on unsuspecting people, 
an example being April Fool's Day - many is the time we have been getting non existent cows 
out of the garden! 
 
He had a set of hand-bells, which I still have. He was a bellringer, which I am and he was a 
churchwarden over one hundred years ago when the bells were re-hung in St Cadoc's Church. 
We have just re-hung them for the millennium. 
 
I remember him as a positive, stubborn character and helpful to many people. 
 
Who is this countryman preparing to take Llancarfan by storm? Answer next time! 
 
INSERT TWO PHOTOS 
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